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Citizens Advice Caerphilly Blaenau Gwent, as we know it now, was officially 
21 in September/October 2021. The anniversary marks the merger of the 

bureaus in the county of Caerphilly and Blaenau Gwent into one entity.

Unfortunately, we could not celebrate due to Covid so we are hosting a 21 
and 12 months anniversary event this year. The past 21 years has seen the 
organisation grow exponentially from having a handful of staff to over 200. On 
June 16th we have an event planned to make sure we celebrate our successes 
and highlight the challenges faced as we move out of Covid restrictions.

We will be welcoming the Chief Executive of National Citizens Advice Dame 
Claire Moriarty and Director of Citizens Advice Cymru Rebecca Woolley to help 
us mark this milestone. Partners will be invited to a celebration at Llancaiach 
Fawr Manor. We will keep you posted on plans in the next newsletter. In the 
meantime, keep an eye out for your invites.
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The end of an era at CACBG
March signals an end of an era for us 

at Citizens Advice Caerphilly Blaenau 
Gwent (CACBG) as our Operations Manager 
Ann Matthews retires. 

The day she began her career with us at 
CACBG will be forever etched in her memory. 
She arrived home, following her first day as a 
volunteer, to find images of two aeroplanes 
engulfed in flames in the Twin Towers.

Ann said: “I joined the bureau on the day 
of the 9/11 attacks, firstly as a volunteer to 
gain experience and enhance my CV, ready to 
return to employment after bringing up my 
three children.

“Within eight months I was overjoyed when 
I secured my first paid post, working as an 
Outreach Adviser.”

Ann grasped every opportunity available to 
her and developed the skills and experience 
to work her way to becoming an Advice 
Session Supervisor at the former Caerphilly 
Town Centre office.

“When we relocated to the Caerphilly 
Contact Centre, I led on the Adviceline Cymru 
and Proof of Concept project, which evolved 
into the National Adviceline project. I then 
worked on developing and delivering services 
in partnership with the British Legion.”   

The past decade has seen Ann lead the 
operational side of the business, responsible 
for our Advice Service Managers, the 
volunteers service, as well as expanding our 
services in partnership with others.

Ann said: “I feel it’s important that people 
can access free and confidential advice. 
Until Covid hit I regularly advised clients on 
Thursday evenings and Saturday mornings. I 
really enjoyed this and felt it kept me in touch 
and  up to date with what our clients were 
having issues with”. 

Although sad to leave us, Ann is taking away 
many happy memories and leaving us to try 
and live by her motto.

“Believe everything is possible and always try 
to see the good in people and most of all be 
kind.”

Chief Executive Simon Ellingtion said the 
skills, knowledge and experience she has 
shared with colleagues has helped us become 
the largest Citizens Advice in the whole of 
Wales.

“Ann has been an integral part in influencing 
change and developing new services that 
meet the needs of local communities,” he 
said. “Always keen to support staff, Ann has 
shared a wealth of knowledge and skills with 
teams across the organisation to make sure 
that the highest quality of advice is being 
delivered. When Covid hit, Ann responded to 
the changes that needed to be implemented 
quickly and effectively with strong leadership 
and support for the management team. Her 
contribution has always gone above and 
beyond what is expected. 

“Much as we will miss Ann, we know she has 
lots of plans for the future and we wish her all 
the best.
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We have a new Senior Manager at CACBG 
ready to help us drive forward our vision 

for the future of advice services. And what 
better way to introduce Ceri Morgan, our new 
Operations Manager, than a visit to one of 
our local communities to pick up a generous 
donation. 

Ceri (pictured left) joined Nantyglo and 
Blaina Town Council at their Borough in 
Bloom presentation to accept a cheque 
for £1,160. The council had been holding 
the money raised for CACBG as part of the 
Mayor’s nominated charity fund, more than 
18 months ago. 

Councillor Ken Jones (pictured right) held 
the Mayor’s position when the pandemic hit 
and has served two terms in office. Councillor 
Jones joined the current Mayor Councillor Des 
Hillman to celebrate the winning gardens and 
give Ceri a cheque of £1,160.

Thanking the community of Nantyglo and 
Blaina for their generosity, Ceri said: “We 
were inundated with people needing our 
services at CACBG both before and during the 
pandemic. 

“And as we are returning to normality we 

will continue to support large numbers of 
people as the cost of living impacts on our 
local communities. Funding has become 
very difficult to secure so all donations are 
appreciated. They go towards helping deliver 
services across Nantyglo and Blaina. 

“We thank Councillor Ken Jones for 
nominating us as a chosen charity. And 
we are grateful to the Town Council and 
members of the local community for their 
support in raising and donating money during 
a very challenging period.”

Councillor Jones recognised the value that 
our advice brings to the community that he 
represents. 

“In my opinion Citizens Advice Caerphilly 
Blaenau Gwent does such a wonderful job in 
the area helping with all manner of problems,” 
he said. “When problems get too heavy for 
people, they pick up the phone and get advice 
and guidance. The problem is lifted off their 
shoulders. It is an important organisation 
and is needed even more as we see Covid 
measures lifted and the full impact is seen.”

If you or someone you know needs our help, 
call us for free on 08082 787 935.

Community support for CACBG 
praised by Ceri

“It is an important 
organisation and is 
needed even more 

as we see Covid 
measures lifted and 

the full impact is 
seen.”



Staff based at our Bargoed office will 
continue to have a positive impact on the 
lives of people applying for Universal Credit. 

CACBG will deliver the Department for 
Work and Pensions ‘Help to Claim’ support 
in partnership with national Citizens Advice. 
Since 2019, Help to Claim has supported 
over half a million people, with nine in 10 
clients rating their overall experience as good 
or very good. The service will now run until 
March 2023. 

Simon said our trained advisers provide 
advice for anyone who requires support to 

make a new Universal Credit claim.

He said: “Our advisers can help fill in forms, 
give advice on what information to collect 
and how to go about it. 

“All support is given remotely by phone, 
webchat and video call. We have seen first 
hand the difference our advisers make in 
helping local people access Universal Credit 
since 2019. 

“As people continue to deal with the long 
term impacts of the Covid pandemic, this 
funding has never been so important.”

Future funding secured
Citizens Advice Caerphilly Blaenau Gwent (CACBG) has successfully secured two funding 

bids to deliver much needed services locally and nationally. We received news in the 
New Year that we will continue to deliver the Advicelink Cymru service, funded by Welsh 
Government’s Single Advice Fund and the Help To Claim service, funded by the DWP, both 
locally and nationally.

This means that we can continue to deliver advice in the heart of communities and 
secure the futures of our workforce. CACBG’s Chief Executive Simon Ellington has praised 
staff for their commitment to delivering high quality advice during challenging times.

“We have successfully secured both funding streams because of the hard work of our 
staff,” he said. “Both in our local communities and nationally. The impact of securing this 
funding is far reaching.  As well as helping the most vulnerable people in society, we are 
continuing to support the economies of Caerphilly and Blaenau Gwent. We welcome the 
news that we can continue to deliver the Advicelink Cymru and Help To Claim projects.”

Funding for Help to Claim
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In 2019, the Welsh Government changed the way 
they commission advice services in Wales. They 

launched the Single Advice Fund (SAF) and invited 
bids from organisations to deliver in-person and 
remote advice, improving access to services.

Citizens Advice Cymru successfully secured the 
funding to deliver Advicelink Cymru across Wales. 
CACBG was awarded funding to deliver a face to face 
service locally and a telephone service across the 
whole country.  

In February this year Minister for Social Justice Jane 
Hutt announced that the Senned Parliament funding 
has been extended until 2024.   Simon Ellington, 
Chief Executive, said this means our generalist advice and our specialist Welfare Benefits Debt 
advice will continue to be available to those who need help in Caerphilly and Blaenau Gwent at 
our Bargoed office and outreach venues, when we resume in-person services.

“Our Caerphilly Contact Centre will continue to deliver the Advicelink Cymru telephone service 
to people across Wales,” he said.  “The funding is helping us to deliver services in a range of 
ways, to meet demand and help people access free, independent and impartial advice in a way 
that suits them. This new approach to delivering advice services, mixing face to face, telephone, 
video and email  was introduced to meet the challenges of the pandemic, but makes us more 
accessible and flexible and is here to stay. ”

“This new approach 
of mixing face to face, 
telephone, video and 

email  was introduced 
to meet the challenges 

of the pandemic.”

Real stories, real impacts

Avulnerable disabled 47-year-old man 
with a range of long-term health 

conditions was able to see us in-person 
safely for support to complete a Personal 
Independence Payment award review.

Due to the Covid pandemic, our 
generalist outreach drop-in, in-person 
services had been suspended at 
community events across Blaenau Gwent. 

However, we understand that some of 
our most vulnerable clients still need the 
service and put measures in place to take 
advice to those who need it most.

Phillip (not his real name) had limited 

mobility, due to conditions such as sciatica 
and a prolapse disc in his back, as well as 
dexterity issues caused by arthritis in his 
hands. 

His mental health issues as well as 
dyslexia meant he was unable to fill in the 
forms without in-person support.

Following a Covid risk assessment, we 
were able to offer Phillip an appointment 
at our Bargoed office.

In Mid-December Phillip contacted us to 
say that following the advice he has been 
awarded the enhanced rate of both the 
daily living and mobility elements of PIP.

SAF way of delivering advice
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The financial demands of life out of uniform 
can overwhelm armed forces veterans as 

the majority of day-to-day bills are taken care of 
while they are serving. 

Citizens Advice Caerphilly Blaenau Gwent is 
working with the Armed Forces Covenant to 
take advice to former military personnel and  
help them manage their money and maximise 
their incomes. 

Lisa Rawlings, Gwent Region Armed Forces 
Covenant Lead met with our Advice Services 
Managers Lucy Williams and Keith Thorne to 
help us understand the issues faced by those 
Lisa represents.

“I am a veteran and I, like the vast majority of 
former military personnel, was overwhelmed 
with day-to-day living costs when I left,” said 
Lisa. “I had no idea things like council tax were 
paid over ten months and the basic cost of 
living.

“When you are serving, all of this is taken out 
of your hands. Decisions are made for you and 
you get on with the job.”

A large number of ex-armed forces personnel 
amass debts as a result of trying to manage 
their finances and Lisa sees this increasing as 

the cost of living crisis hits households.

Debt Services Manager Keith Thorne was able 
to explain the advice and support his teams 
can offer from a number of hubs run by Lisa 
across Caerphilly and Blaenau Gwent.

He said: “We have specialist financial capability 
advisers who can offer practical support such 
as budgeting, covering priority bills and we can 
work with them to deal with any current debts.

“As lockdown measures are easing, we are 
really looking forward to going back out into the 
community and building our partnership with 
the Armed Forces Covenant for the benefit of 
ex-military personnel.”

Lucy’s teams are able to offer further 
specialist advice to help maximise incomes.

Lucy said: “We are able to look at what other 
help Veterans could receive. We can calculate 
benefits entitlements to ensure service users 
are maximising their income as far as possible. 

“We don’t just look at the veteran, we look at 
the overall household to make sure they are 
receiving what they are entitled to. 

“We can also provide information on a wide 
range of issues from housing to family.”

“When you are 
serving, all of 
this is taken out 
of your hands. 
Decisions are 
made for you and 
you get on with 
the job.”

Taking advice to veteransTaking advice to veterans
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Our LiPSS project has given people 
challenging benefit decisions at appeal 

a stronger voice and seen their household 
incomes increase on average by £3,438.

Since the Litigants in Person Support Strategy 
(LiPSS) was launched in April 2021,100 people 
from across the Gwent Region have benefited 
from income gains totalling £235,018.

Led by Advice Service Manager Lucy Williams 
and Tribunal Representative Sarah Henry, 
the LiPSS project gives those appealing DWP 
decisions greater support and advocacy at 
Tribunal hearings. 

Both Lucy and Sarah have represented 
people at the Tribunal and worked with people 
at the Mandatory Consideration stage. Lucy 
has also been working with advisers to give 
them the tools and support to work with clients 
going through Tribunals.

“The aim of the project was to empower 
clients to challenge a benefits decision,” said 
Lucy. “Our role is to guide them through the 
process, help them collate the necessary 
evidence, we don’t necessarily directly 
represent them at the Tribunal. 

“Not many of our clients have direct 
experience of a Tribunal hearing. Just by talking 
to them we have given them the knowledge 
and confidence to appear by themselves.”

The most common issue people have 
come to us with was Personal Independence 
Payments. 

We helped with almost 300 issues. With this 
in mind, we took to the airwaves to promote 
LiPSS and over advice on challenging a DWP 
decision.

Sarah and Lucy took questions from listeners 
of BGFM at the end of January and provided 
some easy to follow and practical advice on air.

Sarah said: “We find that many first time 
PIP applications are turned down but often 
that decision is overturned at the Mandatory 
Consideration stage. 

“On air we were able to explain how we 
can advise on supporting evidence they can 
get, such as doctor’s records, letters from 
specialists and other information that can 
illustrate how a condition affects them. 

“Lucy and I were able to explain the difference 
between the Mandatory Consideration stage 
and a Tribunal. And we urged anyone who 
wanted us to help them appeal against a 
welfare benefits decision to contact us. They 
don’t have to deal with a benefits appeal 
alone.”

To refer someone to our LiPSS project email 
lipss@cacbg.org.uk

LiPSS LiPSS 
Service Service 
paying paying 
dividendsdividends

Energy poverty has become a hot topic across the UK with the price cap 
announcements.  We at Citizens Advice Caerphilly Blaenau Gwent are seeing how 

this is directly affecting people from all walks of life. In the past four months, energy 
advice has consistently remained the third top issue we have been helping with.

The need for energy advice rose by 63% in 2021. In 2020 we helped 109 people but in 
2021 this increased to 178 people. With the average bill set to rise by more than £600 
we anticipate that we will see more people who feel like they are being left out in the 
cold.

Pam Thomas, Advice Service Manager 
responsible for Energy, said of the 63 
helped, her team gave 25 people energy 
advice to help with 35 issues in the first 
month of this year.

“We have given a range of advice relating 
to keeping warm and well,” she said. “Some 
have needed emergency energy vouchers 
to top up gas and electricity. The food shop 
isn’t stretching as far, bills are going up and 
many simply can’t cover their essential costs. 

“Our trained advisers have offered tips 
on conserving energy, insulating rooms, 
preventing drafts and more. We are also 
working with Warm Wales to provide more 
support.”

Debt Services Manager Keith Thorne 
said of the 63 people who presented with 
an energy issue, his team has helped 38 
people.

“The debt service has seen an increase in 
the number of people coming through for 
help with fuel debts,” he said. 

“In the first month of 2022 we helped 38 
people with 74 issues. 16 of these people 
had advice to deal with existing debts. 

“We’re incredibly worried about how 
people on the lowest incomes will cope. 
Our advisers are telling us many are already 
facing desperate choices between heating 
and eating. 

“Given what we’re seeing through our 
frontline services, it’s clear targeted support 
will be needed for households on the 
lowest incomes. 

“This is an unprecedented situation 
and the scale of support provided by the 
Government isn’t enough to support the 
people we are helping daily.”

Left in the cold by energy hikes



Our work around debt and financial 
capability struck a chord with the team at 

Policy in Practice. So much so, they asked us 
to lead a webinar to share best practises with 
around 300 organisations from across the UK. 

The company behind the Benefit Calculator 
social policy software, which helps work out 
our clients’ welfare entitlements accurately 
and in real-time, read our Impact Reports and 
were eager to find out more.

Debt Services Manager Keith Thorne 
(pictured) was asked by Policy in Practice to 
host a webinar in January to offer an insight 
into debt issues and possible solutions.

He said: “Debt has an impact on the overall 
well-being of people who are struggling to 
manage their finances. 

“We have been using the Policy in Practice 
Benefits Calculator to help our clients to 
maximise their incomes and help them 
understand why they found themselves in 
debt. 

10

“While the 
moratorium on 

collections led to 
a fall in demand, 
this has already 
bounced back.”

Debt message struck a chord Debt message struck a chord 

“We don’t just deal with the debt, we offer 
them financial capability support to help them 
budget better and help them alleviate the 
need for debt advice in the future.”

Keith was able to illustrate the impact that 
the Government support had on those with 
debts. 

“The moratorium on debt collection gave 
people a breathing space but we are now 
seeing a resurgence in debt cases,” said Keith.  

“Prevention is better than cure. Helping 
people to learn to budget and manage their 
money more effectively does improve a 
person’s overall well-being.”

Attendees found some of the data presented 
a very bleak read. Policy in Practice founder 
Deven Ghelani said their analysis predicts that 
the situation is likely to become worse in April. 

During the webinar he tweeted: “The statistic 
from @CitAdviceCBG shows that while the 
moratorium on collections led to a fall in 
demand for debt advice last year, this has 
already bounced back. 

“Our policy analysis finds that this will only 
get worse in April. There were some highlights. 
The stories of the positive impact that CACBG 
and other debt advisers on the frontline are 
having on preventing homelessness, and on 
improving health outcomes.”



In three months our new partnership with the 
Trussell Trust has seen our Caerphilly Contact 

Centre team help almost 1,000 people increase 
incomes by more than £110,000.

We are working with the Trussell Trust to run 
a free helpline which can give personalised 
advice and support to address the underlying 
causes of hardship across England and Wales. 

We have 15 dedicated advisers on hand to 
help people and households from across the 
UK facing hardship to maximise their income. 

Lisa McLain, Head of Digital Services, 
explained that people who are struggling to 
pay for food can ring the helpline for support.

“But the team goes one step further,” said 
Lisa. “They explore the person’s current 
circumstances to identify whether there is any 
further support we can provide.”

Lowrie Evans (pictured) has been working on 
the project since January and has been helping 
offer support which is tailored to the specific 
person.

“People might be calling for help to feed 
themselves and their families,” she said. “But 
we try to get to the root cause of why they are 
struggling to make ends meet.

“During our calls, we ask for detailed 
information such as who they live with, if they 
are cohabiting/married, employment status 
and what benefits they receive if any, to 
mention a few.

“We might identify that the client is 
experiencing fuel poverty and needs help with 
their suppliers and managing their bills. Or 
that they are entitled to certain benefits or 
reductions in council tax. The ultimate aim is to 
bring the clients out of hardship and improve 
their overall well-being.”

Since November a total of 989 people have 
received help with 1,998 issues and seen their 
incomes increase by a total of £113,134. Of 
these people, 838 people received support 
from a food bank, 369 were given benefits 
advice and 149 needed debt advice. Of those 
who needed debt advice, 60 people had fuel 
debts and 34 had council tax arrears.

“As the cost of living increases and the energy 
price hikes take hold, we anticipate that the 
number of people who come through the 
helpline will increase,” added Lisa. 

“This is why we have expanded the team from 
five to 15, to meet this expected demand.”

Getting Getting 
to the to the 
root root 
cause of cause of 
hungerhunger



Offering Kacie a Kickstart 

“If I could just 
make one 

positive change 
to a client’s 
life, I would 

feel like I have 
accomplished 

my role.”

The Kickstart apprenticeship scheme is 
paying dividends and has seen trainees 

developing the skills and knowledge to deliver 
generalist advice.

Citizens Advice Caerphilly Blaenau Gwent’s 
partnership with the Department for Work 
and Pensions Kickstart scheme, has grown 
since we launched in July of last year.

Kacey Richards was the first to have 
successfully completed the six-month paid 
placement which saw her developing the skills 
and knowledge to deliver generalist advice 
over the telephone.

Arwel Williams, aged 24, joined us in 
September. He is enjoying his training 
and is gaining valuable skills by shadowing 
our trained advisers and providing some 
advice by webchat. We have also welcomed 
two more Kickstart placements to the 
organisation.  

Kacie Thomas and Rhiannon White began 
their placements in December. Kacie, aged 
24, and Rhinannon, aged 21, and are eleven-
weeks into their training. 

Almost three-months into their placements 

and Kacie and Rhianon have completed 
several online modules.  They are now in 
the position to start applying what they 
have learned in role plays with their training 
mentors.

Kacie said she’s enjoying working through 
the training but was a bit apprehensive of the 
role play at first.

The 24-year-old from Fochriw said. “I have 
enjoyed my experience so far throughout the 
trainee advisor training programme and have 
learnt so many new things during my time 
with Citizens Advice. I have covered modules 
such as GDPR, Benefits, Debt, Consumer. 

“I applied for this scheme because I wanted 
to use my skills to help people but more to 
gain new skills, knowledge and meet new 
people.  

“So far I have learnt that I want to progress 
a career in working with the public, making 
a difference in people’s lives and having a 
positive impact on the community. 

“If I could just make one positive change 
to a client’s life I would feel like I have 
accomplished my role” 



Ellie was keen to show that each day is 
different because every person they speak to 
has issues unique to them.

She said: “I was asked when and why I 
joined, a bit about my team and basically the 
good, the bad and the memorable bits about 
working as a debt adviser.

“It is so hard to depict a typical day in the life 
of a Specialist Debt Adviser because there is 
no such thing as a typical day. Our team deals 
with calls from across Wales and England. 
Different communities have their own 
challenges, as are the challenges of those that 
help. 

“During one call we could be speaking with 
a woman who is in debt because of historical 
and current domestic abuse at home. In 
the next call I might be talking to a young 
family who are struggling to pay for food and 
energy costs. It can be difficult to listen to 
the hardships our clients are facing. What 
motivates us is the knowledge that we have 
played a part in improving their situation by 
helping them manage their finances.”

Debt doesn’t discriminate. Even the most 
savvy of spenders who have always managed 
personal loans, credit card bills and other 

forms of credit, can find themselves in 
financial hardship.

“A change in circumstances can trigger a 
spiral into debt,” added Ellie. “Some people 
have been fortunate enough to have had 
long-term job security and spend to their 
means. If they suddenly become redundant 
or have an illness that prevents them from 
working, the income is no longer there to 
repay creditors. 

“We can look at an individual’s 
circumstances, look at the income and 
outgoings and work through a budget plan. 

“There might be support available with 
energy costs, food bills as well as priority bills 
like Council Tax and rent. Just having that 
initial conversation with us can begin to ease 
the burdens of debt.

“I hope that the interview in the newspaper 
will encourage more people to pick up the 
phone and speak to us to find a way forward 
and improve their overall well-being.”

You can read Ellie’s full interview with i 
here https://inews.co.uk/news/real-life/life-
as-a-specialist-debt-adviser-citizens-advice-
caerphilly-blaenau-gwent-1453847

Ever wondered what day in the life of a Debt Adviser 
is like? A national newspaper did and who better to 

ask than a Citizens Advice Caerphilly Blaenau Gwent 
Debt Adviser.

When the i newspaper got in touch with our national 
Citizens Advice colleagues to ask if we could shed some 
light on the impacts of the cost of living crisis across 
the country, Ellie Matthews (pictured) was more than 
happy to help. Ellie works from our Caerphilly Contact 
Centre delivering specialist debt advice to people across 
Wales and England in partnership with the Money and 
Pensions Service. 

She and her colleagues see first hand the impacts that 
the rise in the cost of living directly has on a person’s 
overall well-being.

Read all about it...
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Positive 
partnership 
working...
We are strengthening or partnership with 

Autistic Minds to make sure that those 
with Autism and/or a learning disability are 
receiving all the financial support they need to 
maintain independence.

Citizens Advice Caerphilly Blaenau Gwent 
are committed to taking advice to the heart of 
communities. We are working with Caerphilly-
based charity Autistic Minds to offer drop-in 
sessions for those they support.

Our plans to launch the outreach service 
in the late Autumn 2021 were scuppered 
by the pandemic. Now that measures have 
been eased we are hosting our first in-person 
outreach advice service in April. 

Oliver Craner, our Advice Service Manager 
who leads on the project, said we are looking 
forward to launching these drop-ins in Spring.

“Forms can bewilder and frustrate people so 
we want to offer individuals a service where 
we can help them maximise their incomes for 
the benefit of their overall wellbeing,” he said.

On April 25th, adviser David Williams will 
be able to offer 45 minute appointments to 
discuss what free, impartial advice we can 
offer.

Oliver said: “David has particular experience 
with helping people with Autism and/or 
a learning disability. He has helped many 
families across Caerphilly and Blaenau Gwent 
by carrying out a full assessment, which is 
tailored to their individual needs. 

“Every person is different and we fully 
understand that. We can offer an in-person 
appointment at the Autistic Minds Caerphilly 

Hub or we can offer a virtual appointment 
using our Attend Anywhere platform. 

“The staff at Autistic Minds have very kindly 
offered to support people to access this 
platform, which is safe, secure and very easy 
to use on a smartphone, tablet or laptop. 
This means that we can book appointments 
to follow up with people after the drop-ins by 
phone or video-call. 

“We are grateful to Autistic Minds for helping 
us to deliver this much needed service in the 
community and look forward to building on 
this good work.”

Autistic Minds offer a range of services 
and host similar advice drop-ins with other 
organisations. Drop-ins are promoted on their 
social media platforms with the next sessions 
being hosted by Caerphilly Sennedd Member 
Hefin David in March.

To book an appointment with CACBG on 
April 25th or another agency offering advice in 
partnership with Autistic Minds, please email 
caerphilly@autisticminds.org 

To speak to CACABG call 08082 787 935.
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Citizens Advice Caerphilly Blaenau Gwent is the largest Citizens Advice 
Service in Wales and one of the largest in the UK. 

We are looking for people to join us as Trustees to help drive forward our 
visions for the future of advice services. 

Interested in joining us? Visit www.citizensadvicecbg.org.uk 
or you can email Simon.Ellington@cacbg.org.uk


